You will register for 2 clinical practicum courses this semester. Students are required to register for the SAME section for both NRSE 4551 and NRSE 4561.

JCMC = Johnson City Medical Center  VAMC = Veterans Administration Medical Center

NRSE 4551 clinical hours are estimated to be approximately 0630 - 1530.* May vary by site
NRSE 4561 clinical hours are estimated to be approximately 0700 - 1900.* May vary by site

Rotations for NRSE 4561 are 6 weeks each.

There will be additional Community and Sim Days for all clinicals.

This schedule will be altered for the first few weeks to accommodate for course orientations, math exams, time spent in the lab and facility orientations.

*If you are registering for a section at the VAMC, please note – the VA has some additional requirements that must be completed prior to the semester starting. There will be information regarding these requirements emailed to students. It is VERY important that students respond to these emails in a timely manner so that clinicals may begin as scheduled.

ALL OF THE ABOVE INFORMATION IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE BASED ON CLINICAL SITE AND FACULTY AVAILABILITY. STUDENTS WILL BE NOTIFIED OF CHANGES AS THEY OCCUR.